
BEARRIES & BEARLETONS

White, size of a melon, these berries don’t look too delicious, unless you happen to be a bear. Only bears  
can sense the intoxicating and alluring psychic scents the bushes emit. When the bear nears the bush 
eager to eat these berries, the berries jump the bear to attach to it. Dozens of bearries emit poison that 
puts the bear in a deep sleep. In its sleep the bear is eaten alive and nothing but the skeleton is left  
behind.

When the effect of sleep wears down hours later, the bear awakens as an undead bear skeleton (called 
sometimes bearletons). The sleep was so deep that the bear doesn’t actually realize it is dead! And it is 
still hungry. Luckily the bush of bearries is still next to it so it can satisfy its hunger.

Naturally skeletons can't digest any food, so its teeth and bony jaws just crush the bearries juices running  
through its skeletal body on the ground. The undead hunger cannot be satisfied even when the bearleton  
has munched every single bearrie on the bush. It then continues to stalk the forest as an undead ever-
hungry undead bear skeleton until slain.

Birds pick seeds from the mashed bearrie mess. The seeds multiply in bird’s stomach and in a couple of 
days the bird explodes spreading the grown seeds and gore to the ground. It only needs few rainfalls and  
new bearrie bushes begin to grow.

Bearries are harmless to any other species except bears.

BEARLETON STATS

As normal bear, but AC two better because of undead status. Piercing weapons (arrows, spears) do only 1 
point of damage. Slashing weapons (swords, axes) half damage and crushing weapons (maces, hammers) 
normal damage. HD is +3 to normal. Bearleton’s morale is 11 as it’s hunger drives it to extreme acts.

BEARRIES IN GOOD USE

Expert alchemists can extract the psychic scent into a bottle. It is valued amongst the hunters because it  
attracts bears. Bearrie juice, when correctly prepared, is a very strong sleeping potion. That strong, that a 
victim must save or die in her sleep. If the victim died, she does wake up normally, but doesn't know she 
is  dead!   After  CON amount  of  days  the  flesh starts  to  peel  off  until  only  a living  skeleton remains.  
Congratulations, you spend rest of your life as a skeleton! (Take advantages of bearleton.)
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